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Exact solutions for fractional DDEs via
auxiliary equationmethod coupled with the
fractional complex transform
I˙smail Aslan*†
Communicated by C. Cuevas
Dynamical behavior of many nonlinear systems can be described by fractional-order equations. This study is devoted to
fractional differential–difference equations of rational type. Our focus is on the construction of exact solutions by means
of the (G’/G)-expansion method coupled with the so-called fractional complex transform. The solution procedure is eluci-
dated through two generalized time-fractional differential–difference equations of rational type. As a result, three types
of discrete solutions emerged: hyperbolic, trigonometric, and rational. Copyright © 2016 JohnWiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Differential–difference equations (DDEs), or lattice equations, are used in the chemical, biological, physical, engineering, social, and
medical sciences. Hence, their analysis plays a very important role in the applied sciences. Starting from pioneering ideas going back to
Fermi, Pasta, and Ulam [1], many DDEs have been developed: for instance, discrete KdV equation [2], Toda lattice equation [3], Volterra
lattice equation [4], Ablowitz–Ladik lattice equation [5], discrete modified KdV equation [6], discrete sine-Gordon equation [7], and so
forth. These DDEs commonly appear in the form dun=dt D P .un1, un, unC1/ where n 2 Z, P is a polynomial function of its arguments,
un.t/ D u.n, t/ denotes the displacement of the nth particle from the equilibrium position. Besides their physical relevance, DDEs also
play an important role in numerical simulations of nonlinear PDEs. Lately, He et al. [8] suggested the extension of fractional calculus
to DDEs when pointing out new directions in nonlinear science. In fact, in recent years, many nonlinear equations in science and
engineering have been generalized to non-integer orders so as to provide newmodels. It can be observed thatmost of the applications
of fractional calculus amount to replacing the time derivative in a nonlinear equationwith a fractional order derivative. Thus, we believe
that a beneficial generalization of DDEs to a fractional order is possible and important.
Indeed, being invented by Newton and Leibniz over three centuries ago, fractional calculus is a generalization of the ordinary dif-
ferentiation and integration to non-integer order. Using integer-order models for complex natural (or man-made) systems is simply for
our own convenience while the nature runs in a fractional order dynamical way. In recent decades, a rapid development in the theory
of fractional differential equations (FDEs) has been witnessed due to their exact description of many real-life problems such as signal
processing, control problem, polymers, non-Brownian motion, viscoelastic materials, finance, and fractional dynamics (Kilbas et al. [9]).
Hence, finding exact/approximate solutions to FDEs has become an important task. There are various analytical methods for fractional
calculus, among them are the homotopy analysis method [10], the discrete method [11], the tau approach [12], the finite difference
method [13], the B-spline functions method [14], the (G’/G)-expansion method [15], the operational matrix method [16], the finite ele-
ment method [17], the variational methods [18], the homotopy perturbation method [19], the fractional sub-equation method [20],
the first integral method [21], and the others [22–25].
In this study, we particularly focus on fractional DDEs of rational type d=˛un=dt˛ D R .un1, un, unC1/ , 0 < ˛  1, where d˛un=dt˛
denotes a local fractional derivative (in time) of order ˛, R is a polynomial function of its arguments and n 2 Z. As far as we could verify,
DDEs of such types received relatively little attention. To achieve our goal, we consider the following time-fractional DDEs
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d˛un
dt˛
D un1  unC1
1  un1 C unC1 , 0 < ˛  1, (1)
d˛un
dt˛
D 4 .un1  unC1/ u
2
n

1  u2n

.un1 C un/ .un C unC1/ , 0 < ˛  1, (2)
which are proposed in [26, 27]. Equation (1) and Equation (2) are related to the Volterra equation and discrete modified KdV equation
through dependent variable transformations, respectively. Some applications of fractional DDEs can be seen in the studies [28–31]
where the fractional derivatives in the sense of modified Riemann–Liouville derivative and the basic (G’/G)-expansion method [32, 33]
were employed for constructing exact solutions. The advantage of the (G’/G)-expansion method is that one treats nonlinear problems
by essentially linearmethods. Themethod is based on the explicit linearization of nonlinear equations for travelingwaveswith a certain
substitution, which leads to a second-order differential equation with constant coefficients. The (G’/G)-expansionmethod provides not
only more general forms of solutions but also periodic and solitary waves. Besides, it handles nonlinear equations in a direct manner
with no requirement for initial/boundary condition or initial trial function at the outset. The solution procedure, using a computer
algebra system like Mathematica, is of utter simplicity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,we describe the local fractional derivative and its properties. In Section 3,we
introduce the fractional complex transform and explain the conversion of FDEs into ordinary differential equations (ODEs). In Section 4,
an adaptation of the basic (G’/G)-expansion method for solving DDEs is summarized. In Sections 5 and 6, special attention is given to
two time-fractional differential–difference equations of rational type coupled with the local fractional derivative. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Section 7.
2. Local fractional derivative
There are many different types of fractional derivatives. For instance, Ortigueira and Machado [34] analyzed several important defini-
tions, namely, the Grünwald–Letnikov, Riemann–Liouville, Liouville–Caputo derivatives and the Riesz potential. Another systematical
study is given by Yang [35, 36]. Moreover, He [37] introduced the basic properties of some fractional derivatives by the variational iter-
ation method. Several local versions of fractional derivatives have been proposed for the investigation of local behavior of fractional
models. For example, Cresson’s derivative [38], Kolwankar–Gangal local fractional derivative [39], and Jumarie’s modified Riemann-
Liouville derivative [40]. Indeed, Liouville–Caputo derivatives are defined only for differentiable functions, while f can be a continuous
(but not necessarily differentiable) function. The Riemann–Liouville definition is suitable for any functions that are continuous but not
differentiable anywhere; however, D˛x .f .x// ¤ 0 when f .x/ is a constant. To overcome the pitfalls, Jumarie [40] suggested a modifica-
tion of the Riemann–Liouville fractional derivative where f is a continuous (but not necessarily differentiable) function. However, the
chain rule for those derivatives is complicated. The local fractional derivative of f .x/ of order ˛ (0 < ˛  1/ at x D x0 is defined as
f .˛/ .x0/ D d
˛f .x/
dx˛
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
xDx0
D lim
x!x0
˛ .f .x/  f .x0//
.x  x0/˛ , (3)
where ˛ .f .x/  f .x0// Š  .1 C ˛/ .f .x/  f .x0//. The local fractional derivative (3) has the following properties:
d˛c
dx˛
D 0, d
˛
dx˛
Œcf  D c d
˛f
dx˛
,
d˛xˇ
dx˛
D  .1 C ˇ/
 .1 C ˇ  ˛/ x
ˇ˛ ,ˇ  ˛ > 0. (4)
dk˛f .x/
dxk˛
D
ktimes‚ …„ ƒ
d˛
dx˛
   d
˛
dx˛
f .x/ ,
d˛f .g .x//
dx˛
D f .1/ .g .x// g.˛/ .x/ D f .˛/ .g .x// g.1/ .x/ . (5)
Recently, the local fractional derivative (3) has attracted much attention due to its simple chain rule. By the same token, the local
fractional partial derivative of f .x, t/ of order ˛ (0 < ˛  1/ at .x0, t/ is defined as
@˛ f.x0,t/
@x˛ D limx!x0
˛.f.x,t/f.x0,t//
.xx0/˛ , where 
˛ .f .x, t/  f .x0, t// Š  .1 C ˛/ .f .x, t/  f .x0, t//.
3. Fractional complex transform
The fractional complex transform was first proposed in 2010 by Li and He [41] to convert FDEs into ODEs so that all analytical methods
for advanced calculus can be easily applied to fractional calculus. This approach requires no special knowledge of fractional calculus.
For example, consider a fractional nonlinear wave equation [37] in the form
@2˛u
@t2˛
 @
2ˇu
@x2ˇ
C u  u3 D 0, 0 < ˛,ˇ < 1, (6)
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where @˛u=@t˛ is the local fractional partial derivative. By means of the fractional complex transform
T D t
˛
 .1 C ˛/ , X D
xˇ
 .1 C ˇ/ , (7)
Equation (6) can be converted to its differential partner that reads
@2u
@T2
 @
2u
@X2
C u  u3 D 0. (8)
Using a wave transformation of the form  D kX C wT , where k and w are constants, the Equation (8) reduces to the following ODE

w2  k2 u00 C u  u3 D 0. (9)
4. Methodology
To reveal the basic idea of our method, we consider a system ofM fractional DDEs in the form


un+p1.x/, : : : , un+pk .x/, : : : , u
˛
n+p1
.x/, : : : , u˛n+pk .x/, : : : , u
.r˛/
n+p1
.x/, : : : , u.r˛/n+pk .x/

D 0, 0 < ˛  1, (10)
where the dependent variable un have M components ui,n and so do its shifts; the continuous variable x has N components xi ; the
discrete variable n has Q components nj ; the k shift vectors pi 2 ZQ ; and u.r˛/.x/ denotes the collection of fractional derivative terms
of order r˛. To search for exact solutions of Equation (10), we first take the fractional complex transformation
un+ps.x/ D Un+ps.n/, n D
QX
iD1
dini C
NX
jD1
cj
.1 C ˛/ x
˛
j C , .s D 1, 2, : : : , k/, (11)
into consideration where the coefficients c1, c2, : : : , cN, d1, d2, : : : , dQ and the phase  are all constants, while the symbol  denotes the
gamma function. Then, Equation (10) changes into a system of integer order in the form


Un+p1.n/, : : : , Un+pk .n/, : : : , U’n+p1.n/, : : : , U’n+pk .n/, : : : , U
.r/
n+p1
.n/, : : : , U
.r/
n+pk
.n/

D 0. (12)
To obtain an exact solution for (12), a finite expansion in G
0.n/
G.n/
like
Un.n/ D
mX
lD0
al

G0.n/
G.n/
l
, am ¤ 0, (13)
is proposed, where m is a positive integer, ai ’s are constants to be determined, G.n/ is a solution of the second-order linear ordinary
differential equation
G00.n/ C G0.n/ C 	G.n/ D 0, (14)
in which  and 	 are arbitrary parameters and prime denotes derivative with respect to n. The general solution of Equation (14) is
well known to us. We have three cases: (i) if 2  4	 > 0, then Equation (14) admits solutions in terms of hyperbolic functions; (ii) if
2 4	 < 0, then Equation (14) admits solutions in terms of trigonometric functions; and (iii) if 2 4	 D 0, then Equation (14) admits
rational solutions, see [42] for the more details of the procedure.
5. Exact solutions for Equation (1)
We first introduce the fractional complex transformation
un D Un .n/ , n D dn C k
 .1 C ˛/ t
˛ C 
, (15)
where d and k are real parameters to be specified, while 
 denotes the phase shift. Substituting (15) into Equation (1) gives
kU0n .1  Un1 C UnC1/  .Un1  UnC1/ D 0, (16)
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where prime denotes ordinary derivative with respect to the new independent variable n. Our procedure suggests then to look for
special solutions of (16) in the form
Un D a0 C a1

G0
G

, a1 ¤ 0, (17)
where G D G.n/ satisfies Equation (14), while a0 and a1 are arbitrary constants to be determined at the stage of solving the problem.
5.1. Hyperbolic function solutions
In case 	 < 0, we get a relation among the parameters as follows
 D 0, a0 D a0, a1 D 
tanh

d
p	
2
p	 , k D 
sinh

2d
p	p	 , (18)
which yields a hyperbolic function solution to Equation (1) as
un .t/ D a0  1
2
tanh

d
p	
 
C1cosh
p	nC C2sinh p	n
C1sinh
p	nC C2cosh p	n
!
, (19)
where n D dn  sinh.2d
p/
.1C˛/p t
˛ C 
, while a0, d, 
, 	 .< 0/, C1 and C2 remain arbitrary.
5.2. Trigonometric function solutions
In case 	 > 0, we get a relation among the parameters as follows
 D 0, a0 D a0, a1 D 
tan

d
p
	

2
p
	
, k D  sin

2d
p
	

p
	
, (20)
which gives a trigonometric function solution to Equation (1) as
un .t/ D a0  1
2
tan

d
p
	
  C1 sin p	nC C2cos p	n
C1cos
p
	n
C C2sin p	n
!
, (21)
where n D dn  sin.2d
p
/
.1C˛/p t
˛ C 
, while a0, d, 
, 	 .> 0/, C1 and C2 remain arbitrary.
5.3. Rational function solutions
In case 	 D 0, we get a relation among the parameters as follows
 D 0, a0 D a0, a1 D d
2
, k D 2d, (22)
which yields a rational function solution to Equation (1) as
un .t/ D a0 C d
2
 
C1
C1.dn  2d.1C˛/ t˛ C 
/ C C2
!
, (23)
where a0, d, 
, C1, and C2 remain arbitrary.
Remark 1
If we set ‘	 D 1 and C1 D 0’ or ‘C2 D 0and	 D 1’, respectively, the solution (19) becomes
un .t/ D a0  1
2
tanh .d/ tanh

dn  sinh .2d/
 .1 C ˛/ t
˛ C 


, (24)
un .t/ D a0  1
2
tanh .d/ coth

dn  sinh .2d/
 .1 C ˛/ t
˛ C 


, (25)
where a0, d and 
 remain arbitrary. Observe that (24) is a antikink-type solitary wave solution, while (25) is a singular traveling
wave solution.
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By the same token, setting ‘	 D 1 and C2 D 0’ or ‘C1 D 0 and 	 D 1’, respectively, the solution (21) becomes singular periodic wave
solutions in the form
un .t/ D a0 C 1
2
tan .d/ tan

dn  sin .2d/
 .1 C ˛/ t
˛ C 


, (26)
un .t/ D a0  1
2
tan .d/ cot

dn  sin .2d/
 .1 C ˛/ t
˛ C 


, (27)
where a0, d and 
 remain arbitrary.
6. Exact solutions for Equation (2)
Like before, we first make the fractional complex transformation
un D Un .n/ , n D dn C k
 .1 C ˛/ t
˛ C 
, (28)
where d and k are real parameters to be specified, while 
 denotes the phase shift. Substituting (28) into Equation (2) leads to
the equation
kU0n .Un1 C Un/ .Un C UnC1/  4 .Un1  UnC1/U2n

1  U2n
 D 0, (29)
where prime denotes ordinary derivative with respect to the new independent variable n. Our procedure suggests then to look for
special solutions of the system (29) in the form
Un D a0 C a1

G0
G

, a1 ¤ 0, (30)
where G D G.n/ satisfies Equation (14), while a0 and a1 are arbitrary constants to be specified.
6.1. Hyperbolic function solutions
In case 	 < 0, we get relations among the parameters as follows
 D 0, a0 D 1
2
tanh

d
p	 , a1 D ˙ tanh

d
p	
2
p	 , k D 
2 tanh

d
p	p	 ; (31)
 D 0, a0 D 1
2
tanh

d
p	 , a1 D ˙ tanh

d
p	
2
p	 , k D 
2 tanh

d
p	p	 . (32)
Here and henceforth, the signs are ordered vertically. Setting the parameter values (31) and (32) into the expression (30), one can
construct hyperbolic function solutions to Equation (2) as
un .t/ D 1
2
tanh

d
p	˙ 1
2
tanh

d
p	
 
C1 cosh
p	nC C2 sinh p	n
C1 sinh
p	nC C2 cosh p	n
!
, (33)
un .t/ D 1
2
tanh

d
p	˙ 1
2
tanh

d
p	
 
C1 cosh
p	nC C2 sinh p	n
C1 sinh
p	nC C2 cosh p	n
!
, (34)
where n D dn  2 tanh.d
p/
.1C˛/p t
˛ C 
, while d, 
, 	 .< 0/, C1 and C2 remain arbitrary.
6.2. Trigonometric function solutions
In case 	 > 0, we get relations among the parameters as follows
 D 0, a0 D 1
2
i tan

d
p
	

, a1 D 
tan

d
p
	

2
p
	
, k D 2 tan

d
p
	

p
	
, (35)
 D 0, a0 D 1
2
i tan

d
p
	

, a1 D
tan

d
p
	

2
p
	
, k D 2 tan

d
p
	

p
	
. (36)
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Setting the parameter values (35) and (36) into the expression (30), one can construct trigonometric function solutions to
Equation (1) as
un .t/ D 1
2
i tan

d
p
	
  1
2
tan

d
p
	
  C1 sin p	nC C2 cos p	n
C1 cos
p
	n
C C2 sin p	n
!
, (37)
un .t/ D 1
2
i tan

d
p
	
C 1
2
tan

d
p
	
  C1 sin p	nC C2 cos p	n
C1 cos
p
	n
C C2 sin p	n
!
, (38)
where n D dn  2 tan.d
p
/
.1C˛/p t
˛ C 
, while d, 
, 	 .> 0/, C1 and C2 remain arbitrary.
6.3. Rational function solutions
In case 	 D 0, we get a relation among the parameters as follows
 D 0, a0 D 0, a1 D ˙d
2
, k D 2d, (39)
Inserting the parameter values (39) into the expression (30), one can construct a rational function solution to Equation (2) as
un .t/ D ˙d
2
0
@ C1
C1

dn  2d
.1C˛/ t
˛ C 


C C2
1
A , (40)
where d .¤ 0/, 
, C1 .¤ 0/ and C2 remain arbitrary.
Remark 2
Of course, as in the preceding section, one can assign special values to the involved arbitrary parameters in the above expressions for
further analysis. We skip the procedure for brevity. A close inspection shows that (37) and (38) are complex-valued solutions. Hence,
trigonometric function solutions for Equation (2) mathematically exist but they are considered to be physically unrealistic. Naturally,
one wonders under what circumstances the corresponding solutions (37) and (38) would have a practical application because of their
non-physical nature.
Remark 3
It is an important fact that one should be aware of the limitations of each of the existing methods. There is no guarantee that they
will succeed for a specialized nonlinear problem. One of the pitfalls of the (G’/G)-expansion method, by assuming the solution of the
equation in the polynomial formwithmany parameters, is that it sometimes leads to inconsistent nonlinear algebraic systems. Another
one is that it is entirely algorithmic and involves a large amount of tedious calculations which can become virtually unmanageable if
attempted manually.
7. Conclusion
Fractional differential equations have received increasing attention during recent years. For example, fractional derivatives provide an
excellent instrument for the description of memory and hereditary properties of various materials and processes [43]. However, very
little progress has been made to develop the theory of the analogues fractional differential–difference equations. This fact greatly
motivated us to use ‘fractional-order’ derivatives and ‘fractional-order’ differences in our study. As a result, a newly constructed problem
(generalization of classical DDEs to fractional order) is successfully tackled by the basic (G’/G)-expansion method. It is observed that
the fractional complex transform makes the solution procedure extremely simple. Such transformation is valid only for general ‘wave’
solutions for FDEs. We believe that we achieved our goal of gaining exact and explicit solutions for the considered fractional DDEs of
rational type, namely, (1) and (2).
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